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Make Your Next “Road Trip” Easier 
With Snap-on Road Chests 

 
More Versatile and Portable Than Competitors 

 
KENOSHA, Wis. – May 6, 2010 – It is never easy to repair a semi on the side of road.  However, Snap-
on’s portable heavy duty road chests (KRA6200, KRA6210) provide more versatility and efficiency, 
making service calls less time consuming and a lot more productive.   
 
“We often hear from our heavy duty customers about the challenges they face when having to repair a 
truck that has broken down on the side of the road,” said Jay Serpe, product manager for Snap-on.  “One 
of their biggest concerns is how to transport the necessary tools to do the job right. By incorporating their 
feedback into our design, Snap-on has developed road chests that are second-to- none when it comes to 
versatility and portability.  These durable, high quality road chests are sure to make a difference when it 
comes to performing challenging road-side repairs.” 
 
The features and benefits of the Snap-on KRA6200 road chest (with ISO-frame) and the KRA6210 road 
chest (with side handles) are numerous: 
 
More Versatile 

• ISO-frame on KRA6200 can be removed and used with standard side handles for in-shop use on 
a roll cab. 

• KRA6210 has two reinforced handles on either side for easier lifting and an additional transport 
point. 

• Exterior lid lock has a t-handle to allow the lid to be locked or opened without key. 
• Lid top compartment has internal drawer release for independent drawer operation, allowing the 

user access to drawers even if the lid cannot be opened. 
• One four-inch drawer includes adjustable steel drawer divider set (KADDS2404) to organize tools 

and keep them in place. 
 

More Portable 
• Both the ISO-frame handle system (KRA6200) and the side handle system (KRA6210) offer the 

ultimate in easy transport. 
• Both handle systems can be combined in the same unit if needed. 
• One-inch tubular frame (ISO-frame) with two-way forklift channels and top and bottom strap 

points allow the user to choose from a wide variety of transport options. 
 

More Shock Resistant 
• Super strong bottom panel with two sets of support channels absorbs shock, sliding and lifting. 
• Isolation Cage (ISO-frame) is supported by anti-vibration parts (KRA6200). 
• Lock ’n Roll® on drawers helps keep drawers from jostling open. 
• Dividers in bottom drawer provide organization and keep tools from sliding. 
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More Water Resistant 

• Exterior lid lock has water resistant flap for automotive-type durability. 
• Independent drawer cover panel uses intuitive two-point latch system and operates separately 

from lid, preventing moisture and allowing drawer access when lid is closed. 
 
Customers can find out more about the Snap-on’s heavy duty road chests by contacting their 
participating Snap-on franchisee, visiting www.snapon.com or by calling toll free 877-SNAPON-2 (877-
762-7662).  
 
About Snap-on Tools 
Snap-on Tools is a subsidiary of Snap-on Incorporated, a leading global innovator, manufacturer and 
marketer of tools, diagnostics and equipment solutions for professional users. Product lines include hand 
and power tools, tool storage, diagnostics software, information and management systems, shop 
equipment and other solutions which are used by technicians and professionals at vehicle dealerships 
and repair centers and in the marine, powersports and aviation industries.  Snap-on Tools is one of the 
largest non-food franchise companies in the world, selling its products through more than 4,500 
franchisees worldwide and through company-direct sales and over the Internet. Snap-on Incorporated, 
which was founded in 1920, is a $2.4 billion, S&P 500 company located in Kenosha, Wis. with operations 
throughout the world.  For additional information, visit www.snapon.com.              
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